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ELASTOMERIC CARTRIDGES FOR ATTENUATION OF 

BEARING-GENERATED VIBRATION IN ELECTRIC MOTORS 

The invention described herein may be manufactured and used 

by or for the Government of the United States of America for 

governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties 

thereon or therefor. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to bearings which implement 

rolling elements, more particularly to methods and apparatuses 

10    for reducing transmission of vibration from such bearings. 

Roller (rolling-contact) bearings are conventionally used 

for locating and supporting machine parts such as rotors or 

rotating shafts.  Typically, the rolling elements of a roller 

bearing are balls or rollers.  In general, a roller bearing is a 

is    type of anti-friction bearing; a roller bearing serves to 

minimize friction so as to permit relatively free rotation. 

Also, a roller bearing generally acts to transfer loads between 

rotating and stationary members. 

Many machinery applications require operation of auxilliary 

20    machine components at low vibration levels.  A roller bearing 

which supports a shaft or rotor represents a source of vibration 
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in rotating machinery such as electric motors and pumps. 

Conventional approaches to reducing bearing vibration on 

machines have involved expensive utilization of precision 

bearings or custom-made bearings. 

5 

SUMMARY OF TIIE INVENTION 

In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present 

invention to provide method and apparatus for effectively 

10    attenuating vibration generated by roller bearings in rotating 

machinery. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide such 

method and apparatus which are practical, efficient and 

economical. 

is        The present invention provides an improved roller bearing 

assembly.  The roller bearing assembly is of the type wherein a 

plurality of rolling elements contact two coaxial rings, the 

inner ring being used for securing with respect to a rotating 

non-bearing object, the outer ring being used for securing with 

20    respect to a fixed non-bearing object. 

The inventive improvement comprises at least one 

cylindrical cartridge which is coaxially positioned, radially 

interpositionally, between a ring and a non-bearing object. 

Each cylindrical cartridge comprises a radially inner 

25    circumferential layer, a radially outer circumferential layer 

and a core circumferential layer.  The core circumferential 
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layer includes two axially extreme elastomeric (e.g., rubber) 

sections which are separated by an axially intermediate gap. 

According to some inventive embodiments the improvement 

further comprises at least one elastomeric (e.g., rubber) 

5    annular disk, i.e., a washer-like, o-ring-shaped member which is 

coaxially positioned, axially interpositionally, between a ring 

and a non-bearing object.  Many such inventive embodiments 

additionally implement at least one non-elastomeric (e.g., 

metallic) annular backing plate, each of which is joined with an 

10    elastomeric annular disk.  The non-elastomeric annular backing 

plate is flushly coupled with the elastomeric annular disk so as 

to facilitate installation and to amplify structural integrity 

once installed. 

According to this invention, the non-elastomeric annular 

is    backing plates and the radially extreme cylindrical cartridge 

layers can each be made of either a metallic material or a non- 

metallic material (e.g., a composite material), so long as the 

structural characteristics (e.g., in terms of strength and 

rigidity) are adequate.  Furthermore, it may be appropriate in 

20    inventive practice that there be commonality of material 

composition for two or more members among the non-elastomeric 

annular backing plates and the radially extreme cylindrical 

cartridge layers.  For example, it may be inventively suitable 

that the radially extreme layers for each cylindrical cartridge 

25    be made of the same metal material, or that the radially extreme 

layers for every cylindrical cartridge be made of the same metal 
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material; or, it may be inventively convenient that the non- 

elastomeric annular backing plates be made of the same metal 

material of which the radially extreme cylindrical cartridge 

layers are made. 

5        The invention uniquely features a tri-layered unitary 

cartridge configuration, and appropriate placement thereof, for 

attenuation of vibration generated by rolling element bearings. 

More specifically featured is the tri-columnar arrangement of 

the core layer.  Each inventive cartridge affords damping, by 

10    the two lateral elastomeric portions of its core layer, and 

noise reduction, by the medial air gap portion of its core . 

layer.  Some inventive embodiments further feature 

implementation of one or more elastomeric annular disks, at the 

bearing-motor end cap interface and/or the bearing-locknut 

is    interface, for mitigating shorted vibration paths. 

The inventive cartridges can be installed in machines such 

as electric motors and pumps for purposes of attenuating 

bearing-generated vibration. Overall, the inventive cartridge 

is at least to some extent successful in isolating vibration of 

20    the bearing from the solid members of the motor, i.e., vibration 

which is transmitted by the bearing via the shaft, axially and 

via the housing, radially. 

Conventional approaches to bearing vibration attenuation 

are generally more costly than is the inventive approach. 

25    Moreover, conventional approaches do not provide for permanent 

installation of vibration attenuation apparatus which thus 
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operate on an ongoing basis, as does the inventive approach. 

Other objects, advantages and features of this invention 

will become apparent from the following detailed description of 

the invention when considered in conjunction with the 

5    accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In order that the present invention may be clearly 

10    understood, it will now be described, by way of example, with 

reference to the accompanying drawing, wherein like numbers 

indicate the same or similar components, and wherein: 

FIG.  1 is a diagrammatic partial cross-sectional view of an 

embodiment of an inventive roller bearing assembly which is 

is    being used for a rotating shaft in an electric motor. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Referring now to FIG.  I, inventive roller bearing assembly 

20    10 includes standard roller bearing 12.  Standard roller bearing 

12 essentially consists of a plurality of rolling elements 14 in 

rolling contact with the corresponding raceway surfaces of inner 

bearing ring 16 and outer bearing ring 18. 

Inner ring 16 is fixed with respect to rotating shaft 20, 

25    which rotates in direction r  about axis a; outer ring 18 is 

fixed with respect to bearing housing 22, which for some 
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applications could be envisioned as an alternative structure, 

e.g., a motor endbell.  Bearing locknut 24 helps secure inner 

ring 16 with respect to rotating shaft 20. Bearing end caps 26 

and 27 help secure outer ring 18 with respect to bearing housing 

5    22. 

Inner ring 16 has inner ring nonracewayed (bore) surface 

28, inner ring racewayed surface 30 and inner ring side surfaces 

32 and 34; inner ring racewayed surface 30 is provided with 

inner ring raceway 36. Outer ring 18 has outer ring 

io    nonracewayed surface 38, outer ring racewayed surface 40 and 

outer ring side surfaces 42 and 44; outer ring racewayed surface 

40 is provided with outer ring raceway 46. 

Inner cylindrical vibration attenuator cartridge 48 has two 

concentric/coaxial metallic rings, viz., inner cartridge inner 

is    metal ring 50 and inner cartridge outer metal ring 52, which 

sandwich an inner cartridge circumferentially tri-columnar layer 

configuration 54 having a pair of lateral high damping elastomer 

sections 56 and 58 between which is situated annular air gap 60. 

Similarly, outer cylindrical vibration attenuator cartridge 

20    62 has two concentric/coaxial metallic rings, viz., outer 

cartridge inner metal ring 64 and outer cartridge outer metal 

ring 66, which sandwich an outer cartridge circumferentially 

tri-columnar layer configuration 68 having a pair of lateral 

high damping elastomer sections 70 and 72 between which is 

25    situated annular air gap 74. 

More specifically, inner cartridge inner metal ring 50 has 
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inner cartridge inner metal ring inner surface 76 and inner 

cartridge inner metal ring outer surface 78.  Inner cartridge 

inner metal ring inner surface 76 abuts shaft 20, and inner 

cartridge inner metal ring outer surface 78 abuts inner 

5    cartridge circumferentially tri-columnar layer configuration 54. 

Inner cartridge outer metal ring 52 has inner cartridge outer 

metal ring inner surface 80 and inner cartridge outer metal ring 

outer surface 82.  Inner cartridge outer metal ring inner 

surface 80 abuts inner cartridge circumferentially tri-columnar 

lo    layer configuration 54, and inner cartridge outer metal ring 

outer surface 82 abuts inner ring nonracewayed surface 28. 

Similarly, outer cartridge inner metal ring 64 has outer 

cartridge inner metal ring inner surface 84 and outer cartridge 

inner metal ring outer surface 86.  Outer cartridge inner metal 

is    ring inner surface 84 abuts outer ring nonracewayed surface 38, 

and outer cartridge inner metal ring outer surface 86 abuts 

outer cartridge circumferentially tri-columnar layer 

configuration 68.  Outer cartridge outer metal ring 66 has outer 

cartridge outer metal ring inner surface 88 and outer cartridge 

20    outer metal ring outer surface 90.  Outer cartridge outer metal 

ring inner surface 88 abuts outer cartridge circumferentially 

tri-columnar layer configuration 68, and outer cartridge outer 

metal ring outer surface 82 abuts bearing housing 22. 

Cartridges 48 and 62 are complementary in size and shape, 

:5    especially axially longitudinally and diametrically, in relation 

to standard roller bearing 12, shaft 20 and bearing housing 22. 
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Inner cartridge 48 suitably fits between shaft 20 and inner 

bearing ring 16, and outer cartridge 62 suitably fits between 

housing 22 and outer bearing ring 18.  Inner cartridge inner 

metal ring inner surface 76 is consonant with the outer surface 

5    of shaft 20.  Inner cartridge outer metal ring outer surface 82 

is consonant with inner ring nonracewayed surface 28.  Outer 

cartridge inner metal ring inner surface 84 is consonant with 

outer ring nonracewayed surface 38. Outer cartridge outer metal 

ring outer surface 90 is consonant with bearing housing 22. 

io        Inner cartridge 48 and outer cartridge 62 are, in a sense, 

utilized as bushings which line inner ring nonracewayed surface 

28 and outer ring nonracewayed surface 38, respectively, so as 

to effectuate reduction of vibration transmission. Annular air 

gaps 60 and 74 are each strategically placed for breaking the 

is    noise path which originates from rotating shaft 20.  In 

addition, elastomer sections 70 and 72 afford viscoelastic 

damping while maintaining adequate stiffness. As shaft 20 

rotates, vibration generated by the engagement of rolling 

elements 14 with inner ring 16 (along inner ring raceway 36) and 

20    with outer ring 18 (along outer ring raceway 46) is thus 

attenuated by inner cartridge 48 and outer cartridge 62. 

Inner cartridge 48 and outer cartridge 62 are each 

inexpensively fabricated prior to installation in the electric 

motor.  Each cartridge is a unit which is made by injecting and 

25    curing, in the space between the metallic outer cartridge ring 

and the metallic inner cartridge ring, high damping elastomeric 
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material along each of two separated axially lateral 

circumferential tracks, thereby introducing in the space the 

axially interposed circumferential hiatus. 

Cartridges 48 and 62 represent new hardware which can each 

5    be made an integral and permanent part of an existing motor. 

Standard roller bearing 12 can be replaced, as necessary, 

without damaging cartridges 48 and 62.  According to the present 

invention, cartridges such as cartridges 48 and 62 are 

preferably designed to maintain concentricity, stiffness and 

io    motor tolerances. 

High damping elastomeric annular disk 92 is attached to 

metallic annular backing plate 93.  The combination of 

elastomeric annular disk 92 and backing plate 93 is positioned 

between inner ring side surface 32 and shaft shoulder 23, 

u    whereby elastomeric annular disk 92 is approximately 

coextensive, in the radial direction, with inner ring 16. 

High damping elastomeric annular disk 94 is attached to 

metallic backing plate 95.  The combination of elastomeric 

annular disk 94 and backing plate 95 is positioned between inner 

20    ring side surface 34 and bearing locknut 24, whereby elastomeric 

annular disk is also approximately coextensive, in the radial 

direction, with inner ring 16. 

High damping elastomeric annular disk 96 is attached to 

metallic backing plate 97.  The combination of elastomeric 

25    annular disk 96 and backing plate 97 is positioned between outer 

ring side surface 42 and the combination of bearing end cap 27 
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and preload spring 29, whereby elastomeric annular disk 96 is 

approximately coextensive, in the radial direction, with the 

combination of outer ring 18 and outer cartridge 62. 

Accordingly, in this example the present invention features 

5    vibration attenuation of roller bearing 12 by the following 

means, at the following locations: by means of inner 

cylindrical cartridge 48, located at the interface of inner ring 

nonracewayed surface 28 and the shaft 20 outer surface; by means 

of outer cylindrical cartridge 62, located at the interface of 

io    outer ring nonracewayed surface 38 and the bearing housing 22 

inner surface; by means of elastomeric annular disk 92 together 

with metallic annular backing plate 93, located at the interface 

between inner ring side surface 32 and shaft shoulder 23; by 

means of elastomeric annular disk 94 together with metallic 

is    annular backing plate 95, located at the interface between inner 

ring side surface 34 and bearing locknut 24; and, by means of 

elastomeric annular disk 96 together with metallic annular 

backing plate 97, located at the interface between outer ring 

side surface 42 and bearing end cap 27 together with preload 

20    spring 29. 

Other embodiments of this invention will be apparent to 

those skilled in the art from a consideration of this 

specification or practice of the invention disclosed herein. 

Various omissions, modifications and changes to the principles 

25    described may be made by one skilled in the art without 

departing from the true scope and spirit of the invention, 
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ABSTRACT 

The inventive cylindrical cartridges are installed in 

machinery for purposes of isolating vibration of conventional 

5    rolling element bearings from major machinery components.  Two 

inventive cartridges are concentrically coupled with a rolling 

element bearing, one cartridge fitting circumferentially inside 

the bearing's inner ring, the other cartridge fitting 

circumferentially outside the bearing's outer ring.  Each 

10    inventive cartridge comprises inner and outer concentric 

cylindrical metallic pieces and an intermediate filling which 

includes two lateral circumferential elastomeric bands separated 

by a medial circumferential air gap.  The inventive cartridges 

can be inexpensively fabricated and can be permanently 

is    integrated with existing machinery. 
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